
spent in my study"

time to finish the painting with the christmas holiday in between and little time 

across  the  painting  more  dynamic  and  in  a  spiral  fashion  but  taking  quite  some 

07086: "painting executed still maintaining my new style making the blue surface 

and spending holiday time with august also going running and breathing clean air"

attend the christmas celebrations and show august around till at last chilling out 

painting  the  window  inside  and  later  driving  quite  a  lot  with  our  new  car  to 

with   fresh   air   there   until   i   started   renovating   the   bedroom   plastering   and 

bought  winch  and  also  breathing  the  bad  air  flying  back  but  to  the  netherlands 

15101: "a period started in the mountains working with my chainsaw and the newly 

not too cold weather allowing me to go running despite my back"

cathedral in the alps and then coming back to holland to find a really lousy but 

06071: "still putting my heart at work in the digging of the foundation of my 

way of being"

from all others and reflecting also on contemporary humanities and their starling 

doing much noise and eating our grapes yet writing of one of them being different 

08079: "fable inspired by the starlings invading our dutch garden in the autumn 

netherlands during christmas"

east and reading these news mostly on my phone and watching the news while in the 

as crashes and fires but quite repetitive this along still fighting in the middle 

12137: "an explosion of casualties around the globe due to even minor causes such 

trips with also august on my side"

as  up  the  valley  and  back  in  holland  also  buying  a  new  car  used  later  to  take 

the forest sawing down trees both in the place of the future parking lot as well 

project with only a few intense days spent in italy working hard on my project in 

01168: "a month spent most entirely in holland working on the house and on my 

future daughter"

films i watched with both violent and sex scenes and finally also dreaming of my 

building my cathedral there and also getting a few dreams fully inspired by some 

a   dreams   related   to   the   mountains   and   particularly   at   the   field   where   i   am 

and forth to italy and having many nights without dreams but starting to get many 

02154: "a period dreaming quite intensively in holland but then traveling back 

the philippines"

minor casualties until suddenly many casualties have been reported especially in 

12136: "a winter period with almost no casualties read in the news and then very 

quite some human figures and vehicles"

augut and myrthe together observing clouds also on my way back to holland seeing 

17084:  "clouds  observed  while  at  the  italian  seaside  for  the  first  time  with 



with walks in culemborg"

brugges  taking  walks  also  in  amsterdam  and  rotterdam  but  alternating  easy  days 

and his family and also walking in belgium by the ocean picking shark teeth and in 

abandoned radio station but also walking in maastricht visiting myrthe's brother 

car   several   places   in   holland   such   as   walking   through   a   desert   to   reach   an 

05115: "a month of winter walks taken mostly with august visiting with our new 

christmas holiday"

regular rain but never too cold a weather being able to take long hikes during the 

beside a few days spent with august and myrthe in maastricht and also experiencing 

16116: "an entire month spent in the netherland experiencing cloudy weather daily 

departure"

experiencing a lot of wind at the beginning quite warm but then cold after august 

in  the  netherlands  but  also  traveling  to  belgium  and  across  the  country  still 

wind experienced being out with august almost every day during christmas holiday 

18112: "a month with a lot of wind to begin with but then constantly a lot of 

the winter and in a nice day spent walking around the dutch city of hilversum"

14121: "ideas collected on my way through amsterdam to sweden in the middle of 

uppsala and later getting more ideas back in holland walking in the snow"

ideas to begin with in sweden in the cold winter weather also visiting august in 

finding a way to scanning them by lifting the scanner at every scan and getting 

14120: "taking a long time to scan the drawings with a faulty scanner but at last 

departure"

quite   some   wind   but   at   last   filming   extensively   in   amsterdam   after   august 

again to it like in the old days roaming the cities of the world and also getting 

august but have less possibilities to seat and film with him having to get used 

13143: "filming while visiting many a places both in holland and in belgium with 

artists in a small sculptural park at the foot of my native highland"

italy  in  search  for  a  place  where  to  build  my  artwork  and  meeting  quite  a  few 

meeting a rich guy studying at standford and other folk till at last going back to 

10100: "still in san francisco now receiving folk to my curated exhibition and 


